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Abstract—In order to lower the ramp risk and improve the
aircraft ground handling efficiency, we aim to: 1) track ground
support equipment (GSE) in a real-time and high-accuracy man-
ner so that we can not only conveniently obtain the positions and
velocities of them but also reliably report latent collisions among
aircraft and GSE. As a result, corresponding ramp risks could
be detected and handled in advance and 2) schedule the GSE
in an optimal manner based on the real-time data gathered in
advance to make efficient use of GSE so that we can smoothly
serve the annually increasing air traffic while controlling the
ramp area congestion and GSE overheads. In detail, first, we
develop a real-time and high-accuracy tracking device consist-
ing of one real-time kinematic (RTK) unit and heading unit(s),
for GSE including not only those which have only one carriage,
such as tractors, shutters, and so forth but also baggage transit
trains that contain one tug plus multiple dollies. The tracking
accuracy for GSE could be limited within centimeters so that the
monitor, avoidance, and fixation of unaware ramp risks become
possible. Second, for optimal scheduling of GSE, a mixed-integer
linear programming model and an efficient heuristic algorithm
are proposed to minimize the total cost of equipment’s rental
and travel consumption while respecting the constraints, such as
flights timetables, GSE moving speeds limit, the total number of
GSE available in stock, the maximum number of dollies allowed
to attach to each baggage transit train, and so on.

Index Terms—Accurate tracking, aircraft ground handling,
collision detection, ground support equipment (GSE), optimal
scheduling, ramp safety.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Subject Matter

THE 21st century has seen the robust and exponential
growth of worldwide air traffic [1] (see Fig. 1 therein).

As an example, refer to the business report of the Hartsfield–
Jackson Atlanta International Airport in the United States [2].
Since thoroughly changing and/or substantially expanding
the current infrastructures of airports distributed around the
world seems costly or even impossible [3], requiring the
seamless [4]–[7], timely [3], safe [8], and efficient [3]–[8]
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ground services (also known as aircraft ground handling,
ramp/apron/airside service, and ramp operation [8]) during
the turnaround time periods of aircraft become preferable.
Considering that the natures of seamlessness and timeliness
can be actually generalized by efficiency, we, in this arti-
cle, only study the safety and efficiency problems of ground
service. Attached to the scope of this article, we exclude
the studies of the nonground-service problems, such as flight
scheduling [9], runway/taxiway scheduling [10], [11], gate
assignment [12], security check, passenger services, and the
like. In order not to confuse readers from different commu-
nities, we refer the reader to [8, pp. 36–39] for a glossary of
terms regarding ground service, and [5] and [7] for the entire
procedure of aircraft ground handling. For more information
on airport ground service and the subject matter of this arti-
cle, see the video in the supplementary material or our project
website: https://alim.algorithmexchange.com/caas/.

B. Literature Review

Ground service for an arrival or departure aircraft, which
involves various types of ground support equipment (GSE,
such as shutters, tractors, tugs, dollies, and so forth) and
numbers of ground crews within a crowded ramp, is usually
complex, concurrent, and time-pressed [5], [8]. Due to weather
conditions and human factors (fatigue, situational unaware-
ness, insufficiency in crew training, fear of fine/punishment
so that they did not report the GSE collisions/misoperations,
etc.), the ramp safety (namely, reliability of ground service)
is always an issue arousing the problems of flight risk, loss
of reputations of airlines, and increase of cost of mainte-
nance and management [8]. The situation gets worse because
the current ground service system lacks sufficient data col-
lection mechanisms of accidents and incidents, which makes
the automated risk report and post hoc analysis impossible.
Among all of the ramp risks imposed on aircraft, the GSE
misoperations and the collisions among aircraft and ground
support equipment are prominent [8]. Considering that the
GSE misoperations are equipment related, they are out of
scope to investigate case by case. In this article, we only study
the automatic collision detection, which is unaware of and/or
unreported by the ground crews. It is obvious that reliable
collision detection requires accurate position determination of
GSE. Unfortunately, existing tracking technologies for ground
support equipment only include the traditional GPS [13] and
the RFID method [14]–[17], providing tracking accuracy no
better than meters which denies the utilization for collision
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detection. Thus, a real-time and high-accuracy GSE tracking
device supporting collision detection is urgent to develop. As
an example, see an open tender issued by the Civil Aviation
Authority of Singapore in 2018 [18].

Concerning the efficiency issue of the ground services, the
research is also scarce, mainly due to insufficient emphasis
from the traditional air transportation system [5]. It is the
continuous growth of air traffic and the willing of improving
ground service performance (to avoid the delay of a depar-
ture flight resulted from ineffective ground service and the
like) while controlling the costs that arouse the research in
this field since about 2012. Up to date, the ground support
equipment and manpower at nearly all of the airports around
the world are still manually scheduled, resulting in inefficient
utilization of sources, waste of assets, congestion at the ramp,
incapability of coping with emergencies, and uncontrollable
delays of flights [4], [7], [18]–[21]. Although studies about
optimal scheduling of deicing vehicles [22], ferry vehicles
(also known as buses/shutters) [19], [21], baggage transport
vehicles [20], and tractors (also known as a trailer, note that
the vehicle towing the baggage transit train is called Tug) [23],
[24] have been reported, it is easy to predict that we still
have a long way to go until seeing the mature and ubiquitous
implementation of the integrated GSE scheduling system. In
addition, in the mentioned literature, although the schedul-
ing of single-carriage GSE vehicles as tractors and shutters
have been studied, the research on scheduling for multicar-
riage baggage transit trains is scarce. The latter problem is
more challenging than the former because:

1) the number of dollies attached to the tug is changeable
so that the loading capacity of each train is not fixed;

2) each train can serve more than one flight and each flight
can be served by more than one train, depending on the
real amount of baggage/cargoes contained in each flight;

3) each aircraft can convey more than one type of car-
goes so that we need more than one type of dollies
(such as dolly for loose baggage and dolly for unit load
device/cargo pallet) for each flight;

4) the time window (timetable) of each flight parking at a
gate (or a remote stand) can vary in the real world due
to emergencies, early arrival, and/or delays so that the
assumption of invariance is not practical.

All the listed four concerns challenge the study in [20]. Due
to the instantiated reasons provided above, the cargo/baggage
transit train scheduling problem is admitted to be hard to
handle so that it is left as an open problem in [25].

Among the state-of-the-art studies, worthy of mentioning
are another two papers presenting the holistic GSE schedul-
ing. Instead of only paying attention to the single type of GSE,
they try to take into account the integrated scheduling of all
the GSE necessary for ground service [3], [25], resulting in the
possible shortening of turnaround time. However, as pointed
out by the authors, these two papers are at a tactical level
ignoring the specific route planning of each type of GSE vehi-
cle. That means, through such holistic optimizing, only the
turnaround time of each flight could be controlled, while the
issue of whether the GSE resources are optimally managed or
not in an efficient and cost-saving manner is not considered.

In summary, the problems pertaining to not only accurate
tracking and collision detection but also optimal scheduling of
GSE still remain open.

C. Our Contributions

In this article, in order to bridge the research gap in this
field, we aim to achieve the following.

1) We aim to develop, from hardware to software level, a
real time, high-accuracy positioning, and heading device,
which is able to determine the GSE positions within
centimeter level so that it facilitates the find and man-
agement of GSE. This also makes reliable collision
detection possible.

2) We aim to develop an optimal scheduling solution to
GSE, especially the one to baggage transit train, which
takes into consideration the three dominant aspects (the
first two and the last one) among the new four practi-
cal challenges aforementioned. The detailed objectives,
constraints, and related practical concerns of the problem
will be explained in Section III.

D. Paper Structure

The methods of accurate tracking and collision detection,
and optimal scheduling of GSE are presented in Sections II
and III, respectively. In Section IV, we show the simulation
performance of the proposed scheduling scheme. Finally, we
conclude the work of this article in Section V.

II. ACCURATE TRACKING AND COLLISION DETECTION

At an airport, especially ramp areas, there exist hundreds
or thousands of dollies and tugs serving the baggage transi-
tion. Over the years, they were manually placed, found, and
scheduled by ground crews on apron areas. It caused uncon-
trolled service delays, unnecessary overheads, misplacement,
congestion, etc. The issues have been lightened by the use of
traditional GPS and RFID solutions [13], [14]. In this section,
we develop a tracking device with centimeter-level accuracy
that allows collision detection. Such a high-accuracy position-
ing solution also facilitates the autonomous GSE in the future,
as envisaged in [5].

A. Hardware Design

The sensors that we use are real-time kinematic (RTK) and
integrated inertial measurement unit (IMU). RTK uses carrier-
phase enhancement to improve the precision of positions
obtained from global navigation satellite systems (GNSSs)
(BEIDOU, GPS, etc.) [26]. It can provide centimeter-level
positioning accuracy. On the other hand, the advanced tech-
nologies of information fusion in instruments and measure-
ments make possible the high accuracy and precision of
integrated IMU for heading [27], [28]. Since the movement
speed of vehicles at an airport is slow (maximum 25 km/h [5])
and the periodic calibration mechanism of IMU is designed
and performed in this article, commercial IMU with satisfac-
tory performances is reliable for heading the GSE vehicles.
The recommended commercial models of RTK board and IMU
module are listed in Table I.
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TABLE I
RECOMMENDED COMMERCIAL MODELS OF RTK AND IMU

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the (master) device to track a single-carriage GSE
vehicle. (b) Schematic of the (slave) device for tracking dollies.

Fig. 2. Final product (prototype) of the designed Master tracking device.
In (a), 1: GNSS Antenna, 2: Battery, 3: Motherboard, 4: Microprocessor
(STM32F407), 5: Bluetooth, 6: GSM Antenna, 7: Port to connect the GNSS
antenna with RTK board, 8: Voltage Convertor, and 9: Switch. The RTK board
and the IMU module are at the other (bottom) side of the motherboard. (a)
Inside view. (b) Top view.

It is straightforward to design the device for single-carriage
GSE vehicles, such as tractors, buses, container loader, and
so forth. The schematic of such a solution is demonstrated in
Fig. 1(a). We refer to the device for tracking a single-carriage
GSE vehicle as the master device because it is also used for
tracking the tug of a multicarriage baggage transit train.

The Internet access module is used for two reasons: 1) send-
ing the data to the remote server (namely, the integrated GSE
scheduling system) and 2) obtaining the correction signals for
RTK board from the remote RTK reference base(s). Bluetooth
is used for communications among the master and the slave
devices on a train. Memory is used to record the unique asset
identification number and other necessary information.

Compared to the master device, a slave device only includes
an IMU module so that the slave is significantly cheaper than
the master because an RTK board and a GNSS antenna are
notably more expensive than an IMU module.

The prototype of the final product is demonstrated in Fig. 2
(the top lid is removed). Visually, the place where to deploy
the master device is illustrated in Fig. 3(a).

B. Coordinate Transformation

The master device returns the longitude and latitude (λ−φ)
of the position where it is placed. Using the transforma-
tion methods introduced in [29], we can obtain the Cartesian
information (x − y − z) in the local geodetic coordinate
(east-north-up) and/or in the universal transverse Mercator
coordinate.

Remark 1: Note that the height data of GSE vehicles are
fixed. It is enough to only investigate the information in x and
y axes.

C. Tracking Algorithm

The tracking algorithm for single-carriage GSE vehicle is a
special case of that for a baggage transit train. In the following,
we only study the tracking problem for a train. A baggage
transit train is shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b).

For the demonstration purpose and without loss of general-
ity, in the figure, we have assumed the train consists of one
tug and two dollies, although in practice the number of dollies
attached to this train could range from zero to many. Besides,
suppose all the master and slave tracking devices are placed
along the symmetry axes of vehicles. The key geometries of
the train are shown in Fig. 3(c).

As shown in Fig. 3(d), suppose we have a global geodetic
coordinate xA − PA − yA, where PA is the prechosen origin
on the airport ground surface; and we have the local geodetic
coordinates x0−P0−y0, x1−P1−y1, and x2−P2−y2, which
are fixed on the vehicles. For simplicity, let Pi, i = 0, 1, 2,

represent the positions of the corresponding vehicles.
In practice, let I denote the real number of dollies attached

to the tug (i.e., I = 2 in Fig. 3), and P1, P2, . . . , PI denote
their positions in the global geodetic coordinate xA−PA− yA.
Using the master device, we can directly obtain the real-time
position P0 of the tug and its heading θ0. Likewise, by using
the slave devices, we can directly obtain the real-time headings
θ1, θ2, . . . , θI of the dollies. By the geometric relations and
parameters defined in Fig. 3, we can see that the point Pi in
the local system xi−1 − Pi−1 − yi−1 is

i−1Pi = Ri−1 +�T(
�θ i

i−1

) · Fi (1)

where �θ i
i−1 := θi − θi−1; T here denotes the transpose of a

matrix; and

�(θ) =
[

cos(θ) sin(θ)

− sin(θ) cos(θ)

]

Ri−1 =
(

0
−Ri−1

)
Fi =

(
0
−Fi

)
.

Besides, in the global system xA − PA − yA, this point is

Pi = Pi−1 +�T(θi−1) · i−1Pi. (2)
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3. Baggage transit train containing a tug and two dollies and its geometries. In (a), the pink-filled square shows the position where to deploy the master
device (see also our attached demonstration video online or at: https://alim.algorithmexchange.com/caas/data/video3.mp4). The filled pink circles and squares
in (c) and (d) denote the places where we should put the slave and the master devices, respectively. (a) Real train (source credit: [30]). (b) Illustrative train.
(c) Key dimensions. (d) Global and local coordinate systems.

Since Pi = P0+ 0Pi, we have the positions of the dollies as

Pi = Pi−1 +�T(θi−1) ·
[
Ri−1 +�T(

�θ i
i−1

) · Fi
]

= P0 +
i−1∑

k=0

{
�T(θk) ·

[
Rk +�T

(
�θk+1

k

)
· Fk+1

]}
(3)

where 0Pi denote the coordinates of the point Pi in the local
system x0 − P0 − y0 and

Rk =
(

0
−Rk

)
Fk+1 =

(
0

−Fk+1

)
.

In order to efficiently schedule the trains and forecast latent
upcoming collisions, we are interested in obtaining the moving
velocities of GSE. This requires us to estimate the veloc-
ity from the collected position data. Since the time-difference
method (i.e., [x(n) − x(n − 1)]/T , T is the time slot) to esti-
mate the velocity from the noisy position measurements x(n)

will amplify the noise, we should use tracking algorithms.
Plus, by using the tracking algorithm, the real-time position-
ing accuracy could be further improved, compared to the direct
measurements from the master and slave devices.

Suppose we are interested in tracking the tug of a train, we
have the Markov linear tracking system [31], [32] as

{
X(n+ 1) = �X(n)+ GW(n)

Y(n) = HX(n)+ V(n)
(4)

where n denotes the discrete time index; W and V are the pro-
cess noise vector and measurement noise vector with proper
dimensions, respectively; and Y(n) := P0(n) denotes the mea-
surement vector. If we use the constant acceleration model [33]
to approximate the running dynamics of the tug (in general,
a GSE vehicle), the state vector X, the system matrix �, and
the measurement matrix H are defined as

X = [P0,x, V0,x, A0,x, P0,y, V0,y, A0,y]T

� =
[

I3×3 03×3
03×3 I3×3

]
⊗

⎡

⎣
1 T T2/2
0 1 T
0 0 1

⎤

⎦

G =
[

I3×3 03×3
03×3 I3×3

]
⊗

⎡

⎣
T2/2

T
1

⎤

⎦

H =
[

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0

]

in which P0,x and P0,y are true positions of tug in x and y
axes, respectively; V0,x, V0,y, A0,x, and A0,y are true velocities
and true accelerations; I3×3 and 03×3 are identity matrix and
zero matrix with a dimension of 3; T here is the time slot
between n and n+1; and ⊗ stands for the Kronecker product.
Suppose that we have two matrices A and B. The Kronecker
product defines a new block matrix C as

C = A⊗ B =
[

A11 A12
A21 A22

]
⊗ B =

[
A11B A12B
A21B A22B

]

where we assume that A is a block matrix constructed by four
smaller matrices A11, A12, A21, and A22.

After executing the canonical Kalman filter [32, Ch. 5.1],
we can obtain the accuracy-improved positions and estimated
velocities, respectively, in x and y axes, of the tug.

The tracking algorithm for dollies keeps the same since
measurements of positions of dollies could be obtained by (3).
However, in order to support the optimal scheduling of GSE,
it is enough to only track a tug, through which the moving
velocities are estimated (the estimates of V0,x and V0,y are
V̂0,x and V̂0,y, respectively).

D. Periodic Calibration of Heading Module

Heading module (IMU) may suffer from the drift problem
in a long run. When the estimates of accelerations (Â0,x and
Â0,y) are approximately zero, meaning the train is now running
in a straight line with constant velocity, it is safe to reset the
IMU value (current heading) as

θ0 := arctan
(

V̂0,x/V̂0,y

)
. (5)

Note that this calibration equation can only be performed for
the tug of a train, excluding the dollies. However, when a train
runs with the constant velocity for a relatively long time, the
train should be straight, meaning θ0 ≡ θi, i = 1, 2, . . . , I.
Thus, the values of heading modules in the slave devices
could also be reset to the value used for calibrating the master
device.

E. Collision Detection

Equation (3) gives all the positions of both tugs and dol-
lies. However, for collision detection, we are concerned with
the corner points on a carriage (tug or dollies), especially the
corner points on the last dolly of a train (see Fig. 4). For the
ith dolly, we want to investigate the real-time position of the
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) Collision illustration between aircraft and a dolly. (b) Relative
geometry of a corner point on a dolly.

red-filled tetragon corner point. Suppose its relative position
in the local coordinate xi − Pi − yi is pi

r. We can obtain its
absolute position in the global coordinate xA − PA − yA as

Pi
r = P̂i +�T(θi) · pi

r (6)

where P̂i is the accuracy-improved position of the ith dolly
obtained from the tracking algorithm with the raw measure-
ment Pi; typically, i = I (the tail dolly of a train) for the
collision detection problem.

The detailed three-dimensional collision detection methods
are mature in computer graphics as long as the required data
are available [34]. We ignore the specific implementation here.

III. OPTIMAL SCHEDULING

In this section, we study the optimal scheduling problem
for GSE. Since the ground service is performed in parallel at
different gates and/or remote stands [5], [25], we only con-
sider the scheduling problem in individuals for each type of
GSE vehicle instead of in holistic. Besides, as the scheduling
problem for baggage transit trains is the general case of the
scheduling problems for other GSE, we only formulate and
solve the scheduling problem for baggage transit trains.

A. General Assumptions, Objectives, and Constraints

This section gives some general concerns on assumptions,
objectives, and constraints, which will be taken into account
in the following modeling section. Assumptions listed below
are the premises of modeling.

1) We have full information access to the real-time flight
schedules (timetables) which are updated along with the
weather, emergencies, flights early arrivals and delays,
and so forth, at an airport that we are working on.

2) All the airlines and ground service providers operating
at the airport collaborate with each other so that the
global and unified scheduling for every flight and GSE
are possible.

The objective of our scheduling model is to minimize the
total cost, including: 1) the cost of renting tugs and dollies and
2) total fuel (or electricity power) consumption of tugs. In this
article, we suppose rental for each tug/dolly during a fixed time
period (for example, a day) is a constant, while the tug fuel
cost is proportional to the total travel distance. We also assume

Fig. 5. Tour of a vehicle with three trips. In VRP settings, a tour of a
vehicle includes all the pickup and delivery events during one duty period,
for example, one day. In this tour, this vehicle can start off from and end at
the depot many times (multitrip). In this diagram, we can see that in the first
trip, the vehicle starts off from the depot to pickup the goods from customer
1 (C1). Then, it delivers goods (loaded from the depot) to customer 2 (C2).
Finally, it returns to the depot (to release the goods picked up from C1).

that fuel consumption per unit kilometer is constant and it will
cause no fuel consumption during the waiting period.

Besides, we have the following constraints.
1) Every train must strictly respect the timetables (time

schedules excluding the necessary preceding procedures,
such as in-chock and so on) of the aircraft parked not
only at gates but also at remote stands.

2) The baggage waiting time is limited (in this arti-
cle within 60 min immediately starting from flights’
in-chock) in order not to outrage the passengers.

3) Each tug cannot exceed the maximum speed of
25 km/h [5].

4) Each train can include no more than six dollies.
5) The time to load/unload each baggage container to/from

a dolly is about 3 min (estimated from [5] and [20]).
6) Each train can serve more than one flight and each flight

can be served by more than one train.
7) Each flight can be served by at most four trains in order

to avoid the ramp congestion.

B. Motivations of Modeling

We observe that this problem can be categorized as a
variant of the vehicle routing problem (VRP). The VRP,
first proposed in 1959 [35], is one of the classical combi-
natorial optimization problems that is studied extensively in
the past few decades. The basic VRP considers that each
vehicle starts and ends at the depot to visit a set of cus-
tomers to pickup (or deliver) goods required by customers,
while each customer is served exactly once by one of the
vehicles, and the total demand of customer served by each
vehicle is limited by the vehicle’s loading capacity. The objec-
tive is to minimize the total travel distance. In the recent
few decades, different practical extensions, relaxations, and
constraints based on real-world applications are applied to
tackle different requirements from both customer and com-
mercial side, for example, see [36]–[39]. In addition, various
methods are developed to resolve the computational diffi-
culty induced by these problems, which are proved to be
NP-hard. In our study, the problem has the following addi-
tional properties compared with basic VRP: 1) multitrip [38]:
each baggage transit train may visit the baggage manage-
ment center (namely, the depot in the VRP problem setting)
multiple times within one tour, for intuitive understanding
(see Fig. 5); 2) time window [40]: each flight has an arriving
time (in-chock) and departure time (preplanned by the flight
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scheduling problem [9]), which makes the service for this
flight restricted within this time window; 3) split pickup and
delivery [36]: each flight would result in two events: pickup
event and delivery event, which represent the events of unload-
ing/loading luggage from/to the aircraft, respectively, and each
pickup/delivery event of one aircraft may be served by more
than one physical train, or only one physical train but with
multiple trips; 4) simultaneous pickup and delivery [37], [41]:
pickup and delivery events can both exist in the same trip;
5) replaceable attached dollies: the number of dollies attached
to a tug is not fixed. Dollies should be attached/detached in
accordance with pickup/delivery tasks subject to the maximum
number of attached dollies allowed (set as 6 in this article);
6) limited baggage waiting time [42]: the baggage transit train
should deliver the collected baggage (at a gate or a remote
stand) to the baggage management center within limited time
slot so that passengers will not wait for their baggage for a very
long time; and 7) precedence constraint of pickup event: all
pickup service should be in precedence to the delivery service
for each flight.

Given the information and analysis above, we are inspired to
formulate this variant of the VRP problem as a mixed-integer
linear programming (MILP) problem.

C. Notations

Let I := {1, . . . , n} define a set of n flights to serve; i ∈ I
denote the flight i to serve during the scheduling process. In
addition, we let k ∈ K denote the available tugs; h ∈ H denote
the gate (or remote stand) where flights park; r ∈ R denote
the rth trip of a tug since each tug is allowed to take multiple
trips from the baggage management center to flights within
time window. Let A ≥ {B, C}, A = {B, C} denote that A is no
less than, equals to both B and C, respectively. Let {B, C} ∈ A
denote both the elements B and C belong to the set A.

D. Problem Formulation

For ease of description, we jointly refer to gates and remote
stands as gates. We are concerned with the baggage service for
a set of flights I within a specific time period. The demands
of each flight are how many tugs and dollies needed for
pickup and delivery events, respectively. Ideally, we expect
a joint scheduling problem of tugs and dollies (for serving
several flights at gates) that each tug not only pulls the laden
dollies for delivery tasks but also pulls enough preplanned
vacant dollies for pickup tasks. However, such joint schedul-
ing is a dynamic problem. The dynamical nature is from the
fact that when a flight is served by more than one train, the
arrival sequence of trains matters. As an illustrative exam-
ple, suppose that: 1) one flight is accepting service at one
of the gates; 2) six vacant dollies for pickup are required
and two tugs for baggage service are assigned; and 3) at
the GSE parking area of this gate, there already exists one
vacant dolly, which means the two tugs need to take other
five vacant dollies so that this flight could be timely served.
If tug no. 1 is planned to pickup five baggage-laden dollies,
but only takes three new vacant dollies itself for this flight,
it must wait for tug no. 2 which will provide a new vacant

dolly to this gate because there are in total four vacant dol-
lies available for tug no. 1. The issue could be avoided if
tug no. 2 comes no later than tug no. 1. Obviously, the joint
scheduling problems are indeed train-arrival sequence-related
and dynamic, which makes the problem intricate, even impos-
sible to model in the static programming frame. Note that
recording the arrival sequence of trains and taking actions
accordingly afterward is a dynamic programming setting. To
make the scheduling problem a static and easier one, we
assume the following.

1) Trains starting off from the depot only pull laden dollies
for delivery tasks, pulling no vacant dollies for pickup.
They use the vacant dollies at the parking area (for
information of parking area, see [7]) of each gate for
pickup.

2) Trains leave the laden dollies at the gates’ parking
area after delivery tasks so that those laden dollies will
become newly available vacant dollies at the correspond-
ing gates.

Under this new setting, we can have a prior scheduling
mechanism that ensures there are always sufficient vacant dol-
lies in the parking area. Following the above example, the new
strategy is that we guarantee, by a prior scheduling process,
the parking area has five (instead of one, meaning four new
vacant dollies are replenished in advance) vacant dollies so
that even if the tug no. 1 comes first there is no need to wait
for tug no. 2. By taking this strategy, the arrival sequence
(namely, the dynamic nature) of tugs will no longer matter.

Therefore, a two-stage tugs and dollies dispatching model is
proposed. The first stage is to schedule the tugs and dollies for
real-time baggage service, during which the minimum number
of vacant dollies required at each gate at the beginning of each
decision window (see later) could be calculated. In order to
prepare enough vacant dollies for each gate calculated in the
first stage optimization, another independent dolly dispatching
plan (namely, the prior scheduling mentioned above) is made
in the second stage. In summary: 1) the optimal scheduling
model of tugs for baggage service is as (7)–(48), referred to
as the master (M) problem and 2) the optimal scheduling
model of dollies’ prior dispatch is as (49)–(67), referred to as
the slave (S) problem.

The intuitive explanations to the objectives and constraints
of these two models are detailed in Sections III-E and III-F,
respectively.

Detailed parameters and decision variables (shorted as vari-
ables in the following) settings are defined in Tables II and III,
for the master problem and slave problem, respectively. The
values of some parameters therein are specified for simulation
in this article.

In addition, in order to adapt our scheduling algorithm to
the changeable flights’ timetables due to early arrival, delay,
emergency, and so on, we do not make a very-long-time plan
of tugs and dollies scheduling in advance, for example, a
24-h plan at 0 o’clock according to the flights’ timetables of
this day. Instead, we execute the scheduling algorithm every,
for example, 4 h in line with newly updated flights’ timeta-
bles. This point will be further explained in Section III-G
(model solving). This short time period for renewing the
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS AND VARIABLES FOR THE MASTER PROBLEM

scheduling decision is termed as decision window in this
article.

Remark 2: Note that in this simplified frame, the conges-
tion due to redundant dollies in the parking area of each gate
is not an issue because the replenishment and the use of vacant
dollies, which were resulted from delivery and pickup, respec-
tively, are dynamic with the arrival and departure of aircraft
at this gate. Besides, within a not-very-long decision window,
the number of flights at each gate is limited so that the number
of vacant dollies at each gate will not gather up to many. This
point will be validated in the simulation study later.

(M) : min r1

∑

k

σk + r2

∑

i

∑

j

∑

k

∑

r

Zkr
ij · τij. (7)

Subject to

βkr ≤ σ k ∀k, r (8)

TABLE III
PARAMETERS AND VARIABLES FOR THE SLAVE PROBLEM

σ k ≤
∑

r

βkr ∀k (9)

αkr
i ≤ βkr ∀i ∈ I, k, r (10)

αkr
i ≥ {xkr

i , ykr
i } ∀i ∈ I, k, r (11)

αkr
i ≤ xkr

i + ykr
i ∀i ∈ I, k, r (12)

∑

j∈I∪{0}
Zkr

ji = αkr
i ∀i ∈ I, k, r (13)

∑

j∈I∪{n+1}
Zkr

ij = αkr
i ∀i ∈ I, k, r (14)

∑

j∈I

Zkr
0,j = βkr ∀k, r (15)

∑

j∈I

Zkr
j,n+1 = βkr ∀k, r (16)

σ k−1 ≥ σ k ∀k ∈ K/{1} (17)

βk,r−1 ≥ βkr ∀k, r ∈ R/{1} (18)

{Pkr
x,0, Nkr

x,0} = 0 ∀k, r (19)

{Pkr
y,0, Nkr

y,0} =
∑

i∈I

Nkr
y,i ∀k, r (20)

yk,r
i ≤ Nk,r

y,i ≤ qiy
k,r
i ∀i ∈ I, k, r (21)

xk,r
i ≤ Nk,r

x,i ≤ pix
k,r
i ∀i ∈ I, k, r (22)

∑

k

∑

r

Nkr
x,i = pi ∀i ∈ I (23)

∑

k

∑

r

Nkr
y,i = qi ∀i ∈ I (24)

Pkr
x,i + Pkr

y,i ≤ d ∀i ∈ I′, k, r (25)
∑

k

∑

r

xkr
i ≤ m ∀i ∈ I (26)

∑

k

∑

r

ykr
i ≤ m ∀i ∈ I (27)

{Nkr
x,i, Nkr

y,i, Pkr
x,i} ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I, k, r (28)

{Pkr
y,i, Tkr

x,i, Tkr
y,i} ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I, k, r (29)

{Tkr
0 , Tkr

n+1} ≥ 0 ∀k, r (30)
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{αkr
i , xkr

i , ykr
i } ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I, k, r (31)

{βk,r, σ k} ∈ {0, 1} ∀k, r. (32)

See (33)–(48), shown at the bottom of the page.

E. Explanation to the Master Problem

We add i = 0 and i = |I| + 1 = n+ 1 as the dummy gates
(or remote stands) used to represent the starting and ending
depot (physically the same depot). We denote I′ := I ∪ {0},
I′′ := I ∪ {n + 1}. Objective (7) is to minimize the total cost
including the cost of trains (tugs) involved in ramp operation
and travel cost. Constraints (8) and (9) mean the tug k can
serve flights only if it is chosen to use during the scheduling
process. Constraint (10) means flight i can be served by tug k
in its rth trip only when tug k starts its rth trip. Constraints (11)
and (12) mean the tug k can be used for pickup or delivery
task serving the flight i in its rth trip. Constraints (13) and (14)
mean if flight i is served by tug k in its rth trip, there must
be two edges connected to flight i. Constraints (15) and (16)
are the degree constraint for depots. Constraint (17) restricts
the sequential use of tug (k−1)th and tug kth. Constraint (18)
means the prerequisite to start its rth trip for a tug k is to
work in its (r − 1)th trip. Constraints (19) and (20) give the
dollies’ settings when a tug departs from the baggage man-
agement center. Constraints (21) and (22) ensure that the tug
must conduct pickup or delivery tasks once it travels to a flight.
Constraints (23) and (24) ensure that the pickup and delivery
demand for each flight are satisfied. Constraint (25) limits the
maximal number of dollies a tug can carry. Constraints (26)
and (27) limit the service times of each flight for pickup and
delivery service, respectively. Constraints (28)–(32) are vari-
able domain constraints. Constraints (33) and (34) are time

window limits for all pickup and delivery tasks serving flight i.
Constraint (35) ensures that all the pickup service is prior
to the delivery service for each flight. Constraints (36)–(39)
ensure the time transition between two consecutive flights in
the same trip of the same tug. Constraints (40)–(43) ensure
the time constraint between flight and depot in the same trip
of the same tug. Constraint (44) ensures the time transition
between the last service in (r − 1)th trip and the start of
the rth trip of the same tug. Constraint (45) ensures the bag-
gage waiting time for each flight. Constraints (46) and (47)
restrict the number of dollies tug k carries after serving a
flight. Constraint (48) is the domain constraints for variable
Zkr

ij .

(S) : min r1

∑

k

σk + r2

∑

h

∑

l

∑

k

∑

r

Zkr
hl · τhl. (49)

Subject to

βk,r ≤ σ k ∀k, r (50)

αkr
h ≤ βkr ∀k, r, h ∈ H (51)

∑

l∈H∪{|H|+1}
Zkr

hl = αkr
h ∀h ∈ H, k, r (52)

∑

l∈H∪{0}
Zkr

lh = αkr
h ∀h ∈ H, k, r (53)

∑

l∈H

Zkr
0l = βk,r ∀h ∈ H, k, r (54)

∑

l∈H

Zkr
l,|H|+1 = βk,r ∀h ∈ H, k, r (55)

βk,r−1 ≥ βkr ∀k, r ∈ R/{1} (56)

{αkr
|H|+1, α

kr
0 } ≥ αkr

h ∀h ∈ H, k, r (57)

xkr
i · ei − 2M(1− xkr

i ) ≤ Tkr
x,i ≤ xkr

i · li + 2M(1− xkr
i ) ∀i ∈ I, k, r (33)

ykr
i · ei − 2M(1− ykr

i ) ≤ Tkr
y,i ≤ ykr

i · li + 2M(1− ykr
i ) ∀i ∈ I, k, r (34)

Tk1r1
x,i + c · Nk1r1

x,i ≤ Tk2r2
y,i ∀i ∈ I, k1, k2, r1, r2 (35)

Tkr
x,j ≥ Tkr

x,i + c · Nkr
x,i + τij − 2M(2− xkr

i − Zkr
ij ) ∀i �= j ∈ I ∀k, r (36)

Tkr
x,j ≥ Tkr

y,i + c · Nkr
y,i + τij − 2M(2− ykr

i − Zkr
ij ) ∀i �= j ∈ I ∀k, r (37)

Tkr
y,j ≥ Tkr

x,i + c · Nkr
x,i + τij − 2M(2− xkr

i − Zkr
ij ) ∀i �= j ∈ I ∀k, r (38)

Tkr
y,j ≥ Tkr

y,i + c · Nkr
y,i + τij − 2M(2− ykr

i − Zkr
ij ) ∀i �= j ∈ I ∀k, r (39)

Tkr
x,i ≥ Tkr

0 + c · Nkr
y,0 + τ0,i − 2M(2− xkr

i − Zkr
0,i) ∀i ∈ I ∀k, r (40)

Tkr
y,i ≥ Tkr

0 + c · Nkr
y,0 + τ0,i − 2M(2− ykr

i − Zkr
0,i) ∀i ∈ I ∀k, r (41)

Tkr
n+1 ≥ Tkr

x,i + c · Nkr
x,i + τi,n+1 − 2M(2− xkr

i − Zkr
i,n+1) ∀i ∈ I ∀k, r (42)

Tkr
n+1 ≥ Tkr

y,i + c · Nkr
y,i + τi,n+1 − 2M(2− ykr

i − Zkr
i,n+1) ∀i ∈ I ∀k, r (43)

Tk,r−1
n+1 +

∑

i∈I

c · Nk,r−1
x,i ≤ Tk,r

0 + 2M(1− βk,r) ∀k, r ∈ R/{1} (44)

Tkr
n+1 − ei ≤ g+ 2M(1− xk,r

i ) ∀i ∈ I, k, r (45)

Pkr
x,j + Nkr

x,i +M(1− Zkr
ji ) ≥ Pkr

x,i ≥ Pkr
x,j + Nkr

x,i −M(1− Zkr
ji ) ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ I′, i �= j, k, r (46)

Pkr
y,j − Nkr

y,i +M(1− Zkr
ji ) ≥ Pkr

y,i ≥ Pkr
y,j − Nkr

y,i −M(1− Zkr
ji ) ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ I′, i �= j, k, r (47)

Zkr
ij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I′, j ∈ I′′, i �= j, k, r (48)
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∑

k

∑

r

Nkr
h ≥ H0

h ∀h ∈ H/{0} (58)

∑

h

Nkr
h ≤ d ∀k, r (59)

Nkr
h ≥ 0 ∀h ∈ H, k, r (60)

{αkr
h , βk,r, σ k} ∈ {0, 1} ∀h ∈ H, k, r (61)

Zkr
hl ∈ {0, 1} ∀h ∈ H′, l ∈ H′′, k, r

(62)

0 ≤ Tkr
|H|+1 ≤ Th ∀k, r. (63)

See (64)–(67), shown at the bottom of the
page.

F. Explanation to the Slave Problem

We add h = 0 and h = |H| + 1 to represent the starting
and ending depot (physically the same depot). Note that H0

h ,
which is a decision variable in the master problem, acts as a
known input parameter in the slave problem. Objective (49) is
to minimize the total cost including the cost of trains (tugs)
involved in ramp operation and travel cost. Constraint (50)
means the tug k can serve flights only if it is chosen to use
during the scheduling process. Constraint (51) means the tug
k can serve flights in its rth trip only if it starts its rth trip.
Constraints (52) and (53) mean if gate h is served by tug k
in its rth trip, there must be two edges connected to gate h.
Constraints (54) and (55) are the degree constraint for depots.
Constraint (56) means the prerequisite to start its rth trip for
a tug k is to work in its (r− 1)th trip. Constraint (57) ensures
that every tug must start and end at the baggage management
center on each trip. Constraint (58) ensures that the demand
for each gate is satisfied. Constraint (59) limits the maximal
number of dollies a tug can carry. Constraints (60)–(63) are
variable domain constraints. Constraints (64)–(66), ensure the
time transition between two consecutive gates in the same trip
of the same tug. Constraint (67) restricts the time transition
between the last service on (r − 1)th trip and the start of the
rth trip of the same tug.

G. Model Solving

1) Rolling Decision Window: As mentioned in
Section III-D, the rolling decision window mechanism
is applied to adaptively respect the changeable flights’
timetables. Suppose the length of our decision window is
6 h, we will, at each day and before 0 o’clock, apply the
master model to plan the GSE running schedules for tugs
and dollies for the first 6 h (00:00 A.M–06:00 A.M.). After
that, we will know how many vacant dollies are needed at
each gate so that we can invoke the slave model to schedule

Fig. 6. Crossed decision window and halved execution window.

the other tugs to replenish vacant dollies for each gate. This
replenishment process is expected to finish before 0 o’clock.
Therefore, from 0 o’clock on, the baggage service should
go smoothly in the next 6 h. Similarly, we will, before 6
o’clock, use the scheduling models for the second 6 h (06:00
A.M–12:00 P.M.) with the updated flights’ timetable. Note
that in the second scheduling process, some (integer) decision
variables should remain the same values to guarantee some
tugs could continue their unfinished delivery tasks assigned in
the first scheduling process. However, different from delivery
tasks, tugs are allowed to renew their pickup destinations and
execute their newly assigned pickup tasks. By repeating such
a procedure, we can adapt our models into the changeable
flights’ timetables. However, this strategy will raise a new
issue: what if there exists at least one flight scheduled
across the boundary of two adjacent decision windows, for
example, in the above setting, from 5:30 A.M. to 6:30 A.M?
Fortunately, we can detour this dilemma by letting two
adjacent decision windows crossed. Specifically, we make
scheduling decisions with decision windows 00:00 A.M–06:00
A.M., 03:00 A.M–09:00 A.M., 06:00 A.M–12:00 P.M., and so
on. It means we make a 6-h scheduling decision while we
only execute this decision for the first 3 h (00:00 A.M–03:00
A.M., 03:00 A.M–06:00 A.M., 06:00 A.M–09:00 A.M., and
so on). The first 3-h time gap separated from its decision
window is termed as the halved execution window. Note that
the possible turnaround is no longer than 2 h (see Table IV).
Therefore, as long as the overlap of two adjacent decision
windows is no shorter than 2 h, the issue that there may
exist at least one flight scheduled across the boundary of two
adjacent decision windows could be tackled. As an illustration
of the crossed decision window and halved execution window
(see Fig. 6).

2) Heuristic Tricks: Due to the large scale and high com-
plexity of the proposed model, it is impractical to solve
with exact algorithms, such as branch-and-bound/cut/price.
Therefore, we present an improved heuristic algorithm named
adaptive large neighborhood search (ALNS), which was first

Tkr
l ≥ Tkr

h + c · Nkr
h + τhl −M(1− Zkr

hl ) ∀h, l ∈ H, h �= l ∀k, r (64)

Tkr
l ≥ Tkr

0 + τ0l −M(1− Zkr
0l ) ∀l ∈ H ∀k, r (65)

Tkr
|H|+1 ≥ Tkr

l + c · Nkr
l + τl,|H|+1 −M(1− Zkr

l,|H|+1) ∀l ∈ H ∀k, r (66)

Tk,r−1
|H|+1 ≤ Tk,r

0 +M(1− βk,r) ∀k, r ∈ R/{1} (67)
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Fig. 7. Illustration of insertion operation via scheme 2). The lower is
generated from the upper by inserting one depot and one pickup task node.

proposed by Ropke and Pisinger [43], to solve this problem.
Our method is motivated by [44].

In this framework, each tug tour is represented as a sequence
of nodes that starts at the depot, followed by discrete task
nodes and intermediate depots, and end at the same depot.
Each trip is a continuous subsequence between two depots.
For concepts of tour and trip, recall Fig. 5. Note that those
(logical) depots are physically the same depot.

Subject to the train capacity constraint (six dollies at most)
and the amount limit of tug using for each flight (at most four
tugs for each flight), the pickup/delivery tasks of each flight
are randomly split further into smaller pieces. For example, if
one flight requires seven dollies to serve, we can require three
dollies first as one task and another four dollies subsequently
as the other task. Note that these two tasks can be served
by one tug with two different trips or by two different tugs
with individual trips. We call each task (after splitting) as a
task node.

The removal and insertion operations in ALNS are rede-
fined compared to the classic ALNS. Different from the single
trip VRP, removal and insertion operations in multitrip VRP
involve not only the task nodes but also the depot. Thus,
five insertion schemes are proposed: 1) insert a task node;
2) insert an intermediate depot and a task node; 3) insert a
task node and an intermediate depot; 4) insert a single task
node trip that starts and ends with an intermediate depot; and
5) insert a tour with only one task node. Fig. 7 shows a tour
with two trips conducts an insertion with scheme 2). In addi-
tion, three removal heuristics are proposed to determine how
task nodes to be removed are selected: 1) random removal;
2) worst removal; and 3) trip removal. The worst removal
indicates selecting nodes with largest cost savings [45], and
trip removal is to remove trips one by one in increasing order
according to the number of task nodes this trip includes. Note
that in the removal procedure, if two adjacent depots meet
each other after removing a task node located between them,
we should remove one of the depots and connect the two
adjacent trips together. In each optimization iteration, three
removal heuristics are picked by the roulette wheel. Once a
node to be removed is selected, this node is always inserted
at the position with the least cost increase. The same greedy-
based heuristic insertion strategy is also used to generate an
initial solution for the successive solution improving. If the
solution after initialization is infeasible, a repair procedure is
conducted by removing the task nodes that make the solu-
tion infeasible and reinserting into the best position with five
insertion schemes. Furthermore, to speed up the tour feasibil-
ity verification, a TRIE structure [46] is implemented to track
the feasibility of partial tours. The ALNS framework is sum-
marized in Algorithm 1, where T is the maximum number

Algorithm 1 ALNS
Prior Operations: Split pickup and delivery tasks; Initialize the
solution S using insertion operators; Initialize the roulette wheel
Initialization: Sbest ← S, t← 0, c← 1, T , cmax

Input: Flight timetables and gate configuration information
1: while machine time limit is not reached and t < T do
2: Select a removal heuristic Hr using roulette wheel;
3: Remove c nodes from S using Hr;
4: Reinsert c nodes using saving algorithm to get a new solution

S′;
5: if acceptance criterion is met then
6: S← S′, t← 0, c← 1
7: else
8: t← t + 1, c← c+ 1
9: if c > cmax then c← 1

10: end if
11: end if
12: if S′ is a new best solution then Sbest ← S′
13: end if
14: Update the roulette wheel;
15: end while
Output: Sbest

of solution-unimproved iterations when got stuck in local
optimum, c is the number of task nodes to operate (remove
and/or insert) for one tour, and cmax is the upper limit of c. The
machine time limit is the maximum running time allowed for
executing the optimization algorithm. The acceptance criterion
is controlled by the classical simulating annealing algorithm
(see [47]).

IV. SIMULATION STUDY

All the source data, executable application (which
realizes the ALNS), and experimental results with
detailed usage instructions are available online at GitHub:
https://github.com/Jesmine0902/GSE-Management. In order
to protect intellectual property, the source codes would not be
disclosed. Nevertheless, the discussion with inspired readers
is always welcomed.

A. Simulation Settings

We consider Singapore Changi Airport as a reference.
See [48] for its infrastructure (four terminals and about 30
gates per terminal) and [49] for its business statistics (served
about 380 000 flights a year via four terminals). That means
each terminal/gate serves about 250/8 flights each day. In our
simulation, we consider one of the terminals having at most
30 gates, and every two adjacent gates are separated by 150 m.
Each gate serves about eight flights on average each day.

During the ground service process, the flights’ timeta-
bles (i.e., turnaround time period) have already been planned
by the flight scheduling problem [9], and the amount of
baggage of each flight has already been counted from the
ticket-booking system. Note that during ticket booking, the
customers are required to provide the information on their
registered/checked baggage. Therefore, the turnaround time
period and the amount of baggage are known information
for our GSE scheduling in reality when the real data are
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TABLE IV
TURNAROUND TIME PERIOD AND BAGGAGE AMOUNT OF AIRCRAFT

available. However, for the simulation purpose, we should gen-
erate the data with some reasonable assumptions. According
to [5] and [7], aircraft with different sizes has differ-
ent capacity so that the amount of laden baggage and
the number of accommodated customers are changeable. In
detail, more turnaround time is needed for a larger air-
craft and a larger aircraft can convey more baggage. Thus,
it is reasonable to consider the aircraft size as an input
parameter to determine the values of the turnaround time
period and baggage amount. Specifically, for each aircraft
size, we give possible value intervals for the two param-
eters based on [5] and [7]. Besides, in consideration of
other uncertain factors influencing the turnaround time period
and the baggage amount, the values of the two parame-
ters are not fixed and uniformly sampled from the given
intervals.

We assume among all flights that there are three types of
aircraft: 1) large; 2) medium; and 3) small size [20], [24]. The
value intervals of the turnaround time period (unit: minutes)
and the baggage amount (unit: no. of dollies) are listed in
Table IV, estimated from [5] and [7]. Note that in our simu-
lation, the turnaround starts from the time instant of in-chock
action (not time instant of reaching a gate) and ends at the
time instant of off-chock.

In generating the simulation data, we uniformly sample
turnaround time and baggage amount from the given intervals
for each flight, during which we assume that among all flights
each day, one third is large, another one third is medium, and
the last one third is small. Besides, we assume that among
all flights each day, one half is for turnaround (meaning, this
airport is a transferring one), another one quarter is only for
arrival (last airport of the journey), and the last one quarter is
only for departure (first airport of the journey).

For different numbers of gates (from 1 to 30) at this
terminal, we, respectively, generate 15 independent and iden-
tically distributed instances in line with the data generating
rules above.

For a simple demonstration and without loss of generality,
we suppose the flights’ timetables of one day keeps unchanged.
Therefore, we can schedule GSE for this day only one time
with the length of the decision window as 24 h (1440 min).

For parameters in Algorithm 1, T is set to 500 and cmax
is the number of tugs used in the initial solution. Plus, the
machine time limit for each instance is set to 10 min in the
experiments. Other values of parameters for simulation are
already given in Tables II and III.

B. Results and Discussions

1) Results: Table VI gives the heuristic results of our GSE
scheduling problem. The first column is the number of gates
and the next three represent total cost, total travel time of

Fig. 8. Tug activities around flight 4. In the figure, #Pickup(4) denotes the
number of dollies to pickup is 4; #Delivery(6) denotes the number of dollies
to deliver is 6; and T2(9) denotes the tug 2 when in its trip 9.

used tugs, and the total number of used tugs, which are aver-
aged over the results of 15 instances, respectively. Note that
a heuristic solution is not guaranteed to be globally optimal.
It also shows the minimum number of tugs used among 15
instances and H0 := (

∑
h H0

h)/|H|. Note that in order to save
space, here we do not show the results of all gate size. They
are available from online complementary materials.

We give an example of the result of an instance with ten
gates for explanation (see at GitHub for data file: AP10_5.txt;
and result file: result_AP10_5.txt). In this instance, the
terminal uses 11 tugs to serve 82 flights with 10 gates. For
the tug no. 1, its activities (including three trips in this tour)
are shown in Table V. From this table, we can see during
the first and third trips, this tug only executes the delivery
task. However, on the second trip, this tug executes both the
pickup task and the delivery task. Specifically, on the second
trip, from the time 759.5th min on, it starts to load two dollies
of baggage for delivery to flight 46 (at gate 6). At 765.5, it
finishes loading and departs the baggage management center.
At 768.0, it arrives at gate 5 to serve flight 38 for picking up
four dollies of baggage. At 780.0, it finishes picking up and
departs gate 5. At 802.5, it arrives at gate 6 to serve flight 46
for delivering two dollies of baggage. At 808.5, it finishes the
delivery task and starts to return to the baggage management
center. At 811.5, it arrives at the baggage management cen-
ter and uses 12 min to unload four dollies of baggage picked
up from flight 38 (at gate 5). Note that the average time for
loading/unloading one dolly of baggage is 3 min. Therefore,
it takes 6 min (759.5–765.5) to load two dollies; and 12 min
(811.5–823.5) to unload four dollies.

With the same data instance and simulation results, we study
the activities around, as an example, flight no. 4, see Fig. 8.
It shows flight 4 is parked at gate 1 during the time window
[496, 557] (turnaround from in-chock on: 61 min) with five
dollies of baggage to pickup and six dollies of baggage to
deliver. The pickup task is split into two pieces: 1) using tug
2 in its trip 9 to pickup four dollies and 2) using tug 9 in its
trip 10 to pickup one dolly. The delivery task is executed only
by tug 7 with six vacant dollies in its trip 6.

2) Discussions: As we can see from Table VI, along with
the increase of gate size, the total number of tugs required for
baggage service increases as well. Besides, Table V and Fig. 8
show the ground service, such as baggage loading/unloading,
for aircraft could be correctly and timely finished within
the given time window while respecting the train capacity
constraint (six dollies at most), amount limit of tug using
for each flight (at most four tugs for each flight), and so
on. All the above facts support that our optimal scheduling
could indeed guarantee the efficiency of aircraft ground han-
dling. Since this article is the first place to consider such
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TABLE V
ACTIVITIES OF TUG 1

TABLE VI
RESULTS OF THE ALNS ALGORITHM

complicated scheduling problem for multicarriage vehicles
with new properties of multitrip, split pickup and delivery,
changeable attached dollies, and the like, we do not conduct
the comparison experiments here.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In order to easily locate, manage, and schedule the
GSE scattered at an airport, a real-time and high-accuracy
GSE tracking device is developed, based on which we can
also monitor, identify, and lower the ramp risk such as
collisions among GSE and aircraft. Meanwhile, the GSE
optimal scheduling problem is studied which allows a reli-
able and efficient management for resources at an airport.
Simulation studies show the feasibility of our proposed
schemes. Our solutions are independent of the airports’ con-
figurations so that the piratical implementation at every airport
is possible. For a demonstration, see our project website:
https://alim.algorithmexchange.com/caas/.

As one future work, we would like to incorporate the cam-
era, infrared, and the like sensors into our system to enrich
the data collection which will further facilitate the monitor
and identification of the ramp risks such as collisions caused
by accidents and/or incidents. As another future work, we aim
to take into account the following considerations.

1) The total number of drivers involved will be minimized
in order to lower the overhead.

2) Each driver cannot continuously work longer than a
given time duration to lower the drivers’ fatigue.

3) Multiple baggage management centers will be
considered.

As the third future work, we aim to transplant the idea of
holistic scheduling (for all types of GSE in a unified man-
ner) [3], [25] into our work so that we might further improve
the efficiency of ground service and lower the overhead.
Ultimately, the flight scheduling, runway/taxiway scheduling,
and GSE scheduling are also expected to coordinate together,
which might be the most efficient way to lower the turnaround
time periods and handle the annually increasing air traffic.

The ultimate purpose of this article is to motivate and facil-
itate the development of the integrated aviation management

system for airports, which supports the joint scheduling and
management of flights and ground services.
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